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The critical question before us can be put very simp
ly; should we look at this building as Architectural 
Form or should we see in it the dimension of an 
Architectural Symbol? It is critical because we may 
all agree, one way or another, in praising it as form, 
but if we start discussing it as a symbol, the doors 
open to a wholly different dimension. 

As architectural form 

We know that as form, as an enclosure, the building 
is extremely successful. Its solution to climate and 
function, its geometrical clarity of form, its use of 
open versus closed, void versus solid and wall versus 
glass, is right up there, in a world class. This is a view 
whose parameters are quite well known and definite 
as long as it doesn't get entangled in the irrelevan
cies of post-modernism and late-modernism. The 
parameters that I am talking about are: 

First of all, that the horizons and perspectives of 
such a view must be deep and singular and not broad 
and general. This is a view of reality where the 
search is a deep one based on a less ambitious, 
narrow, psychological and physical portrait of the 
building. No panoramas can be attempted in this 
view. It is the view that searches for the texture of 
reality in a short story, an intense film, not in a saga 
or a chronicle or epic. 

Secondly, such a view must be based on the rational
ity of thought processes set in motion much earlier in 
the west by great thinkers who included Descartes 
and Francis Bacon. The essence of this view is first 
of all to define a problem, proceed by objectives, 
pose a solution and then test the solution against the 
problem to determine the strength of its success. It 
is also essential within this viewpoint, to solve only 
those problems which can be measured and 
analysed. 

Thirdly, such a view must also accept as its para
meter that compartmentalised views rather than 

holistic views are required to unravel reality. 

As architectural symbol 

Now, if we were to look at this building as an 
architectural symbol, a totally different facet 
emerges. There is a great danger that the building 
might be seen as irrelevant to its context and 
irrelevant to the context of the recognisable society 
around it. It may even share its irrelevance with 
other great architectural feats such as Lutyens New 
Delhi, built to permanently house the British rulers 
who happened to leave just as the whole thing was 
completed; or Le Corbusier's Chandigarh built as a 

New Delhi built to the designs of Edwin Lutyens to house 
the British rulers who happened to leave as the whole thing 
was completed 
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new capital to unite the Punjab which is already 
split into two states with terrorists striking at the 
door, or Louis Kahn's Dhaka complex built to 
house the representatives of the people who have 
still to be elected. 

Once one leaves the warm comfort of architectural 
form, one is entering the quicksands of what is 
actually happening "out there". It is very difficult 
for me to skate in and out of all these issues as easily 
as Ismail Serageldin does. 

The reason why architecture is being so closely ex
amined in our four civilisations, Iran-Arabic, Indian, 
the Indonesian and the Chinese, is because impor
tant work is being done here. Groups and communi
ties; entire societies are searching for identities. The 
greatest search is carried out by the intellectuals, the 
modernised intelligentia, the recently enriched 
"bourgeoisie" that feels that architecture can pro
duce and propagate cultural symbols which can be 
selected and controlled. The cultural aspirations of 
this "bourgeoisie" have to be conservative and must 
always refer to selected symbols that have a sup
posed sanctity of some golden age of the past - that 
is why religious dispensation is important. 
Architecture then is the most visible and convenient 
instrument. At the material level, as form, it will 
satisfy the aspirations to outdo the west. 

Le Corbusier's Chandigarh built as a new capital to unite the 
Punjab. 
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As a cultural level, it can build convenient bridges 
with the past because we all know the past is obscure 
in its orality, in its oral traditions whose origins and 
distortions are beyond our imagination. Oral tradi
tions are much more susceptable to change, much 
harder to control, and much more dynamic and it is 
the emergence of these traditions which produces 
buildings like the Bhong Mosque. Traditions and 
cultures that are written down, slow down change, 
they block change and they guide change. The 
architecture of such buildings, become convenient 
vessels for actually selecting cultural symbols, 
whether it be poetry, art or whether it be some 
bridge that can be established; the sort of architectu
ral symbol that we dig out of the past. 

The problem is that the sheer dynamism of the 
cultural transformations that are taking place in 
these four cultures is frightening. Look at the con
text; every community in our part of the world is full 
of linguistic and cultural richness, that we know goes 
back thousands of years. Superimposed on this are 
the social and economic disparities that are growing 
even as they become unacceptable. Then there is the 
need and effort for all these cultures to be self reliant 
in agriculture, science and technology. So the chal
lenges are simultaneous, synchronous and immedi
ate at local, national and global levels. Architecture 
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Sumet Iumsai's Bank of Asia building (left) and The Hongkong Shanghai Bank by Norman Foster Two bUildings 
which can be seen as part of the process of the shifting of wealth to the emerging intemational financiers 

is therefore necessary to find a way out because 
there is a process of alienation going on and a dicho
tomy is emerging, that is going to determine the 
social and political developments in these parts of 
the world. Even as the western-educated middle 
class expands and tries to harness the dynamism, a 
new rural elite is emerging, whose culture is striking
ly different, who have never held power before and 
which will have no time for such architectural feats. 

Ismail Serage\din's paper has identified the inherent 
contradictions of our current architectural debate as 
those which have to do with the modem versus 
tradition, technology versus craft and international 
versus regional. Within these contradictions, solu
tions are easily possible and in his view, he has 
clearly held out that the Commercial Bank Building 
is a successful solution to these contradictions. If on 
the other hand, one puts across a point of view that 
the inherant contradictions of architecture in this 
part of the world are much more concerned with 
issues related to cultural context and social rele
vances, then one could see this building as part of 
the process of the shifting of wealth towards the 
emerging international financiers, who are laying 
golden eggs all over the place, including Jeddah, 
Bangkok and Hong Kong. 

My point is that when we see these golden eggs, we 
should be very careful, not to fall into any traps that 
are laid to justify these acts. These acts are histor-

ically inevitable and don't need a licence. They are 
imposed, they are not born out the natural struggle 
or a real search for identity. They are indeed mystic
al acts of power structures that are beginning to feel 
increasingly uncomfortable with the very forces that 
economic prosperity has unleashed amongst the 
people. 

All photographs courtesy of MIMARIAKAA 
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